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a b s t r a c t

We investigated the binding of biotinylated proteins to various streptavidin functionalized magnetic
nanoparticles with different dynamic magnetic measurement techniques to examine their potential for
homogeneous bioassays. As particle systems, single-core nanoparticles with a nominal core diameter of
30 nm as well as multi-core nanoparticles with hydrodynamic sizes varying between nominally 60 nm
and 100 nm were chosen. As experimental techniques, fluxgate magnetorelaxometry (MRX), complex ac
susceptibility (ACS) and measurements of the phase lag between rotating field and sample magnetization
are applied. MRX measurements are only suited for the detection of small analytes if the multivalency of
functionalized nanoparticles and analytes causes cross-linking, thus forming larger aggregates. ACS
measurements showed for all nanoparticle systems a shift of the imaginary part's maximum towards
small frequencies. In rotating field measurements only the single-core nanoparticle systems with
dominating Brownian mechanism exhibit an increase of the phase lag upon binding in the investigated
frequency range. The coexistence of Brownian and Néel relaxation processes can cause a more complex
phase lag change behavior, as demonstrated for multi-core nanoparticle systems.

& 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The realization of homogeneous binding assays utilizing spe-
cifically functionalized magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) as markers
has been demonstrated by a number of groups applying various
techniques. The advantage of homogeneous bioassays is that a
simple “mix-and-measure” principle can be realized, i.e., there are
no washing steps of unbound markers required since they can be
distinguished from the bound markers by their different relaxation
time. The differentiation between bound and unbound markers is
based on the fact that the conjugation of analytes to MNPs causes
an increase of the MNP's hydrodynamic size. This is directly
measurable as a change of the Brownian relaxation time, assuming
that the Brownian rotation is the dominating mechanism. Conse-
quently, homogeneous binding assays realized with any of the
experimental techniques studied in this paper have the potential
for a fast, sensitive and quantitative detection of proteins, such as
cancer markers.

In a magnetorelaxometry (MRX) measurement, the MNP's mag-
netic moments are aligned by a magnetizing field and after abruptly
switching off the magnetizing field, the decay of the sample's mag-
netic moments is measured as a function of time [1–4]. Alternatively,
in ac susceptibility (ACS) measurements, the MNPs are exposed to a
sinusoidal field and a frequency sweep is performed. From the
complex voltage induced in a gradiometric induction coil real and
imaginary part of the ACS can be determined [5–7]. In order to avoid
the time-consuming frequency sweep, the so-called susceptibility
reduction technique was introduced [8,9]. Another experimental re-
finement to eliminate dia- or paramagnetic signals from the matrix
was the application of the frequency mixing technique, utilizing the
nonlinear magnetization-vs.-field curve of superparamagnetic na-
noparticles [10–12]. In the comparably new rotating magnetic field
technique (RMF), the MNPs are exposed to a rotating magnetic field
and the phase lag between the rotating field and the sample mag-
netization is recorded [13,14].

In this paper, different magnetic nanoparticle systems are in-
vestigated regarding the change of the MNP dynamics caused by
the conjugation of proteins which bind to the nanoparticle surface
via the biotin-streptavidin complex. Especially, the difference be-
tween single- and multi-cores regarding the change of their dy-
namics is investigated. The nanoparticle response is measured and
analyzed utilizing different dynamic magnetic measure-
ment techniques: complex ac susceptibility, fluxgate magnetor-
elaxometry and the rotating magnetic field technique. As a non-
magnetic reference technique, photon cross-correlation spectro-
scopy (PCCS) is applied.
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2. Experimental

2.1. Materials

In this paper single-core and multi-core nanoparticles with
iron oxide cores are investigated. The organic shell of all particle
systems is functionalized with streptavidin. Streptavidin-biotin is
one of the strongest covalent bindings and therefore it is an ap-
propriate model binding system.

As single-core particle system, SHS-30 particles from Ocean
NanoTech (Springdale, AR, USA) with a nominal core diameter of
30 nmwere used. Three different multi-core particle systems were
investigated: Strep SPIO – based on FeraSpin R – with a hydro-
dynamic diameter of 70 nm from nanoPET Pharma GmbH (Berlin,
Germany) and BNF 80 as well as BNF 100 both synthetized by
micromod Partikeltechnologie GmbH (Rostock, Germany) with a
mean hydrodynamic diameter of 80 nm and 100 nm.

As an analyte biotinylated anti-human alpha-fetoprotein (AFP)
purchased from ebioscience (Frankfurt, Germany) is applied. It has
a molecular mass of 150 kDa and is coated with biotin.

In order to obtain a comparable coverage of the surface of the
streptavidin functionalized nanoparticles with AFP analyte for all
MNP systems, we choose a constant ratio between the nano-
particle mass concentration c(MNP) multiplied by the nanoparticle
surface πdh

2 – assuming that the density of streptavidin is about the
same for all nanoparticle systems – and the analyte mass con-
centration c(AFP):

π
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The iron content is for all samples the same and amounts to
3.98 mM. Freeze-dried reference samples were compared with the
corresponding suspended samples in order to estimate the frac-
tion of particles in suspension that are dominated by the Brownian
mechanism.

2.2. Experimental techniques

Magnetorelaxometry – either based on SQUIDs or on fluxgates
as sensors – is a well-known technique to characterize magnetic
nanoparticles. In our fluxgate-based MRX setup, the MNP's mo-
ments are aligned by a magnetizing field of 2 mT magnitude for
2 s. After abruptly switching off the magnetic field, the decay of
the magnetic signal is recorded by a differential fluxgate setup.
The magnetorelaxation signal of MNPs in solution with distribu-
tions of core f(dc) and hydrodynamic size f(dh) can be described by
the cluster moment superposition model (CMSM) with the as-
sumption of non-interacting nanoparticles [15,16]:
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The factor ΦMs accounts for the reduced saturation magneti-
zation due to the low volume fraction of magnetic material. The
Langevin function L(dc) is given by
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with the magnetic moment π=m M d /6s c
3 assuming a spherical

particle core shape. For the distribution of core and hydrodynamic
diameter, lognormal functions are assumed.

In a MNP suspension, the relaxation can take place via the
Brownian and the Néel mechanism with an effective time
constant:
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The effective time constant τeff,H in (2) includes the Néel time
constant in a static magnetic field; the utilized expression can be
found in [17]. The Brownian time constant τB depends on the so-
lution's viscosity η, the particle hydrodynamic volume Vh and the
thermal energy kBT. The effective anisotropy constant Keff, and the
particle core volume Vc determine the Néel time constant τN, for τ0
a value of 10�9 s is assumed. To restrict the number of free para-
meters for fitting measured MRX curves, the core parameters Keff

and Vc are independently obtained from a fit of the MRX curve
measured on an immobilized reference sample. Since the MNP
relaxation can only take place via the Néel mechanism, Eq. (2)
simplifies to the MSM and the integration has only to be carried
out via the core diameter.

In a measurement of the complex ac susceptibility, the MNP
sample is exposed to a sinusoidal magnetic field and a frequency
sweep is performed. Due to the comparably large hydrodynamic
sizes of the multi-core particles, we utilize a fluxgate-based
measurement system with a frequency range between 2 Hz and
9 kHz and a field amplitude of 200 mT rather than our high-fre-
quency 1 MHz ACS setup. In the fluxgate-based system, the sinu-
soidal magnetic field is generated by a Helmholtz coil and the
induction signal is measured by two differentially aligned fluxgate
sensors. The susceptibility spectra are fitted with a generalized
Debye model [18,19], which takes into account the distributions of
core f(dc) and hydrodynamic diameters f(dh), the effective time
constant τeff and – as the CMSM for MRX – it neglects particle–
particle interactions. The imaginary part of the ac susceptibility is
given by [19]
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Alternatively to applying a sinusoidal field along one direction,
the MNPs can also be exposed to a rotating magnetic field. In a
rotating magnetic field measurement, the phase lag between the
rotating field and the MNPs magnetic moment direction is mea-
sured which is caused by viscous drag forces. The used RMF sys-
tem works with a 2-axis Helmholtz coil system for the excitation
and two differentially aligned fluxgate sensors for the detection of
the MNP sample's stray field [20]. The frequency is swept between
20 Hz and 5 kHz with a magnetic field amplitude of 1 or 5 mT.

The phase lag φ between the rotating field and magnetization
directions is given by

⎛
⎝⎜
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⎠⎟φ = ″

′
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M

arctan
(9)

with the real and imaginary parts ′M and ′′M of the sample mag-
netization. The rotational dynamics of the MNPs′ magnetization in
the nonlinear range can be described by the Fokker–Planck
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equation [21]. Accounting for distributions of core f(dc) and
hydrodynamic diameters f(dh), the normalized real and imaginary
parts of the flux density ω′B H( , )s and ω′′B H( , )s are given by [21]
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with the particle saturation magnetization MS, the field amplitude
H0 and the magnetic moment mB. The k factor accounts for the
presence of small magnetic nanoparticles which follow the ex-
citation field via the Néel mechanism with a Néel time constant τN
being much smaller than the Brownian time constant τB.
3. Results

Fig. 1 shows the measured MRX curves for the SHS-30 and the
Strep SPIO particle systems. All curves are normalized to the flux
density signal before the magnetizing field was switched off. For
both samples, the MRX signal of the suspended sample (without
analyte) decays much faster than that of the corresponding freeze-
dried reference sample. This means that at least some part of the
magnetic moments is blocked, i.e., that the Brownian mechanism
dominates in suspensions. For the Strep SPIO sample the differ-
ence between the MRX curves on suspended and immobilized
samples is less pronounced indicating that the dynamics of a
bigger fraction of nanoparticles is dominated by the Néel me-
chanism. This is in agreement with our findings on un-
functionalized FeraSpin R samples where we demonstrated that
only roughly one third of particles can follow a 10 kHz excitation
via the Brownian mechanism [22]. The curves of the BNF 80 and
BNF 100 samples are not shown because their behavior is in be-
tween that of the other two samples.

Clearly discernible differences between the liquid samples with
and without AFP were only found for the SHS-30 samples (see
Fig. 1(a)) since these particles are dominated by the Brownian
relaxation and exhibit a small volume compared to the other
samples. Néel relaxation dominated particles are not influenced by
changes of the hydrodynamic size. As Fig. 1(b) exemplarily shows
no difference in relaxation signal is observed for the multi-core
Fig. 1. Normalized MRX curves measured on samples (a) SHS-30 and (b) Strep SPIO. Fo
well as on suspensions with and without bound AFP.
nanoparticle sample Strep SPIO upon binding to AFP since a sig-
nificant portion of particles is dominated by the Néel mechanism.
In addition, the Brownian time constant of a small particle is more
affected by the growth of the hydrodynamic diameter [13]. Con-
sequently, the change in the relaxation curve upon binding is more
pronounced for the SHS-30 sample compared to samples BNF 80
and BNF 100 (data not shown). The analysis of even smaller par-
ticles and related hydrodynamic changes is limited by the mea-
surement window of the fluxgate MRX since it is from about
400 μs (caused by the bandwidth of the fluxgate sensor) up to a
few seconds. Analyzing the MRX curves of sample SHS-30 without
and with bound AFP with the CMSM, mean hydrodynamic dia-
meters of (47728) nm and (767149) nm (cf. Table 1) were ob-
tained, respectively. The significantly larger mean diameter of the
nanoparticles with bound AFP in combination with the much
larger standard deviation indicates the appearance of agglomer-
ates, presumably by cross-linking.

In Fig. 2, the ACS spectra measured on suspensions without and
with AFP are shown for SHS-30, Strep SPIO, BNF 80 and BNF 100.
The imaginary part of the samples without AFP could be ade-
quately well fitted with Eq. (7) (solid lines in Fig. 2). The obtained
hydrodynamic diameters are (48718) nm for SHS-30, (1287
42) nm for BNF 80, (179768) nm for BNF 100 and (110756) nm
for Strep SPIO, i.e., somewhat larger than the values specified by
the manufacturers. For comparison, from PCCS, hydrodynamic
diameters of (52710) nm, (103718) nm, (136725) nm and
(86716) nmwere obtained for SHS-30, BNF 80, BNF 100 and Strep
SPIO without AFP, respectively (cf. Table 2).

As expected the peak positions of the imaginary parts of the
samples with bound AFP are pronouncedly shifted towards smal-
ler frequencies due to the increased hydrodynamic diameter and
thus Brownian time constant. However, it is also obvious that the
size distributions became wider for all samples with AFP resulting
in a decrease of the maximum value of the peak of χ″. In addition,
the spectra of the imaginary part of the samples with AFP became
asymmetric with a raised low-frequency shoulder which is an
indication of the formation of agglomerates. The χ″ spectra mea-
sured on the suspensions with AFP could not be well fitted with
the generalized Debye model assuming a single lognormal dis-
tribution of hydrodynamic diameters.

The phase lag spectra measured for a rotating magnetic field of
1 mT amplitude are shown in Fig. 3. Here, the differences between
multi-core and single-core particles are obvious. The suspension of
the single-core particles SHS-30 without AFP exhibits a mono-
tonous increase of the phase lag with increasing frequency (see
Fig. 3(a)), which is in agreement with [13]. The conjugation of the
r both particle systems, measurements were performed on freeze-dried samples as



Table 1
Hydrodynamic diameters of sample SHS-30 in nm.

Type PCCS ACS RMF MRX

without AFP 52710 48718 48715 47728
with AFP 103719 78770 66726 767149

Fig. 2. Measured ACS spectra of samples SHS-30, Strep SPIO, BNF 80 and BNF 100 in
suspension without (filled symbols) and with AFP (open symbols). Lines show fits
with generalized Debye model.

Table 2
Hydrodynamic diameters in nm determined by ACS and PCCS.

SHS-30 BNF 80 BNF 100 Strep SPIO

ACS 48718 128742 179768 110756
PCCS 52710 103718 136725 86716
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nanoparticles with AFP causes a clear phase lag rise over the
whole frequency range. On the other hand, the phase lag spectra
measured on the multi-core samples show a steep increase at low
frequencies followed by a constant phase lag at around 15° for
Strep SPIO or even a decrease at higher frequencies for BNF 100
and BNF 80. The phase lag spectrum of BNF 80 is qualitatively si-
milar to that of BNF 100 except that the initial phase lag rise is
somewhat shallower as a consequence of the smaller hydro-
dynamic diameter. The decrease at higher frequencies can be ex-
plained by a large fraction of nanoparticles which follow
the rotating field via the Néel mechanism. To illustrate this,
Fig. 3(b) shows the phase lag difference Δφ between the phase
Fig. 3. (a) Measured phase lag spectra for 1 mT rotating magnetic field of samples SHS-3
lines) and with conjugated AFP (blank symbols and dashed lines). (b) Phase lag change
illustrates the crossing of the phase lag spectra observed for the multi-core particle sys
lags measured on bound and unbound samples vs. frequency. The
curve of the SHS-30 samples shows a maximum at 2.5 kHz with a
phase lag change of 12°, which is in qualitative agreement with
measurement results regarding the binding of protein G functio-
nalized nanoparticles to IgG [13]. In contrast, the phase lag change
for samples BNF 80 and BNF 100 exhibits a positive value only at
frequencies below 200 Hz and it becomes negative at higher fre-
quencies. The phase lag change of the Strep SPIO samples exhibits
a similar behavior, except that the effect is smaller than observed
for BNF 100 due to the higher fraction of nanoparticles which
follow the rotating field via the Néel mechanism with a very short
time constant τN. Such particles can follow the excitation field
almost instantaneously, i.e., without a significant phase lag.

Table 2 summarizes the hydrodynamic diameters of single-core
nanoparticle samples SHS-30 obtained from PCCS, ACS, RMF and
MRX measurements. For all techniques, the hydrodynamic dia-
meters of the unbound nanoparticles are in good agreement to
each other. The hydrodynamic diameter of the sample with bound
AFP shows an increase of the mean value but also a significantly
wider distribution indicating the formation of aggregates. The
mean value of the order of 75 nm by far exceeds what would be
expected for a nanoparticle coverage with a single layer of AFP.
Due to their multivalency, streptavidin functionalized nano-
particles and biotinylated analytes can cross-link, thus forming
larger aggregates of nanoparticle-analyte complexes. This forma-
tion of aggregates also manifests itself in the asymmetric spectrum
of the imaginary part of the ac susceptibility (cf. Fig. 2). Appar-
ently, the chosen ratio between biotinylated proteins and strep-
tavidin functionalized nanoparticles was sufficiently large to cause
cross-linking. Whereas the ACS and RMF techniques turn out to be
capable of detecting small analytes such as proteins even without
such cross-linking, due to the measurement window from typi-
cally 400 ms to a few seconds MRX is powerful for the detection of
larger analytes, such as bacteria, or for the realization of aggluti-
nation assays which are based on cross-linking [2].

For the multi-core particle systems, the situation is more
complex. Although the mean hydrodynamic diameter of Strep
SPIO is smaller than those of the BNF samples, the change of the
susceptibility spectrum and of the phase lag in a RMF measure-
ment upon binding of AFP is comparably small. This is caused by
the large fraction of nanoparticles which follow the magnetic ex-
citation via the Néel mechanism. In addition, the phase lag change
spectrum upon binding of AFP shows a crossing from positive
values – as observed for the SHS-30 single-core nanoparticles over
the whole frequency range – at low frequencies to negative values.
0, Strep SPIO, BNF 80 and BNF 100 in suspension without (filled symbols and solid
upon binding of AFP. The change from positive to negative phase lag change values
tems in (a).
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This behavior can be explained by an increase of the Brownian
time constant in conjunction with the coexistence of Néel parti-
cles. In addition, the increase of the hydrodynamic size can cause a
transition from Brownian to Néel relaxation dominated particles
resulting in a negative sign of the phase lag change. This effect is
especially supported by cross-linking. One should note that the
spectra of the imaginary part of the ac susceptibility behave – at
least on a first glance – as expected, i.e., the conjugation of ana-
lytes causes a shift of the maximum of χ″ to lower frequencies.

For the realization of homogenous bioassays with the RMF
technique, the single-core particles SHS-30 turned out to be more
suitable than the multi-core particles. The maximum phase lag
change of þ12° by far exceeds the values obtained for the other
particle systems (see Fig. 3(b)). For the multi-core particles Strep
SPIO, the high fraction of nanoparticles which follow the excitation
field via the Néel mechanism causes only minor changes (max-
imum of þ2°) of the phase lag upon binding of analytes. The
maximum phase lag change of the BNF 100 sample is with a value
of �11° similarly high as for the SHS-30 sample but with a ne-
gative sign. Whether this negative phase lag change maximum can
be used for a quantification of analytes, needs to be investigated by
analyte concentration dependent measurements.

In the ACS measurements, the largest relative shift of the
spectra was observed for the SHS-30 sample which is a con-
sequence of the MNP's smaller hydrodynamic diameter compared
to the multi-core particle systems BNF 80 and BNF 100. In contrast,
a shift of the maximum in the imaginary part of the ACS is hardly
discernable for the Strep SPIO samples. Again, this is caused by the
large fraction of nanoparticles which follow the excitation field via
the internal Néel mechanism. For both measurement techniques,
ACS and RMF, the effects would be more pronounced if larger
magnetic field amplitudes were applied which is a consequence of
the magnetic-field dependence of the Brownian time constant
[23].
4. Conclusion

In summary, we have compared homogeneous bioassays,
binding AFP to different streptavidin-functionalized single- and
multi-core nanoparticle systems utilizing different dynamic mag-
netic measurement techniques. Since all applied techniques are
based on detecting changes in hydrodynamic size, it is vitally
important that the dynamics of the majority of nanoparticles is
dominated by the Brownian mechanism. Single-core MNPs with
large magnetic moments and small hydrodynamic diameters
turned out to be most suitable. Both ACS and RMF measurements
are well suited for the detection of small analytes. The phase lag
change upon binding measured when the MNPs are exposed to a
rotating magnetic field was found to exhibit a rather complex
behavior for multi-core MNP systems. MRX was found to be sui-
table for the detection of small analytes such as proteins if cross-
linking is present.
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